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Next Run 2097
Date:

14 Jan 2019

Time:

Hare:

Dingo

Co Hare:

Run
Site:

Neil Hawkins Park Joondalup, From Freeway head East on Hodges
Drive/Grand Blvd, right at Boas Ave

Grub: Yes

6:00pm
Theme:

Map Link:

Fallen Hashmen

Check Website

Check H4 Run listing and book your run with Disgraceful or Pole Polisher
Upcumming Runs
Contact the On Sec: Sir Kumsize hamersleyonsec@gmail.com

Run Report 2096 Wimpy’s Bikini Run @ Trigg Beach.
Preamble:
On the beach and to start with, it was blowy as all fuck as 43 men of Hamersley, a Cranker and 2 interstate
visitors are called to order in the RA’s usual way. The GM gives Kazi his first of 7 run down downs. Wimpy set
the runners off east and the walkers head south.
The Run:
The walkers make it to Scarborough Beach kiosk and are
treated to port and water melon, then head back up to Trigg
Beach. The runners get there not long after the walkers have
left.
Circle Up & Visitors/Retuniks:
Kazi gets his second of 7 down downs and Barrelina gets his
first of 6 down downs. The GM puts Gasman on ice for an
incident with a water pistol from last week. Mon Stir, D.A.G.S.
and Wimpy get down downs as retuniks. Visitors were Fartin
Sphincter form Crankers, Fish Arse for Canberra Hash, and B2
from Casurina Hash Darwin.
Kazi gets his third of 7 down downs and Barrelina gets his
second of 6.
General Business:
Bad press is sorted, D.A.G.S. reports that Close To Me is home
from hospital and doing well. Disgraceful reminds to get our
runs in the hareline, Screwdriver advertises a Crankers event,
Tagg reported that the Hamersley Hash Lunch was awesome
and Wimpy presented Hardcase with his prize money.

Charges:
Spud on Sir Kumsize for the wrong spelling of Roe Street causing the Munch Master to be late. Screwdriver
on Sheep Thrills making up his 2 minutes 8 seconds on the ice, the saga continues. Halfway on Cookie for no
Hamersley Hash gear while out on the run, Halfway on Fish Arse for cloud gazing, picture taking, dog patting
and smoking in the circle, Cookie on Troppo for being too politically correct.
Accolade to Mon Stir for a well behaved dog. Chris, Wimpy’s oldest grandson got an honourable mention and
a song for helping with the run.
Kazi takes his 4th and 5th of 7 down downs with Barrelina downing his 3rd and 4th of 6.
ARSE Report:
The RA took the crate and notes that Cookie was talking, the RA tells him to take a seat so he played his trump
card and put Troppo in, the RA was disgusted and Baron looked excited, the trump got reversed and Cookie is
back on the ice.
On this day:
2018: Sydney had the hottest day on record while 15 inches of snow covered the Sahara.
1892: A mine explosion in Oklahoma left 100 dead. The funny part was when all the blacks tried to save the
white mine workers, the niggers all had guns pulled on them.
Poley on the ice for Word of the week: Ecdysiast, it means Stripper or Pole Polisher in a Go-Go Club, C-Man
guessed it meant Whore, close enough he got a boong egg.
Random Spinners: Rads gets a trump card, Dingo spins up Cookie on ice, Cookie spins a boong egg
WOW
Wimpy as a carryover. Tagg nominated for being late to his own lunch. The big cunt C-Man nominated RA
forgets why, something about an unmentionable, Mullet criticised Wimpys food. RA noted it was the first
time Wimpy had his hand in his pocket since Wimbledon, gave the cunt a break and reversed onto Mullet.
Baron for having his initials on a dunny door with a glory hole in it taken off an "after hrs" Gosnells shithouse.
Popular demand was Baron.
Cookie was talking again so rather than take the ice the usual fine of a Boong Egg was given to the fat cunt on
the crate.
H4 Honours: Tonight we Congratulate:
Kazi for doing 700 runs takes his 6th and 7th of 7 down downs. Barrelina for doing 600 runs takes his 5th and 6th
of 6 down downs. Both get their run badges, their picture with the GM and the song.
Jokes:
Barrelina trotted out this classic: A guy who had been having trouble in getting an erection went to the doctor
weeks of frustration. "Well, there's good news and there's bad news," he says. "The bad news is that the
muscles around your penis are deteriorating, and there is no cure."
The guy, on the verge of panic, finally regains his composure. "So what's the good news?" he asks.
The doctor says: "There is an experimental treatment available, but there are no guarantees. It involves
transplanting the muscles from a baby elephant's trunk into your penis?" The guy finally says, "Well, the
thought of going through life without being able to have sex is just too much for me. Let's do it." The doctor
performs the operation. A few weeks later, the guy takes his girlfriend out to a nice restaurant to celebrate.
While sitting at the table, he feels a stirring between his legs until it reaches the point of being painful. He
unzips his fly to relieve the pressure. Suddenly, his penis leaps free from his pants, slides over the tabletop
and grabs a roast potato, then returns to his pants again.
"Wow!" says his stunned girlfriend, "That was impressive! Can you do that again?"
Eyes watering and face flushed, he says, "Probably ... but I don't know if I can fit another potato roll up my
arse!"

Run Report:
Concorde says they went over there, under the tunnel up and down hills to Scarbough had a drink sang a song
fucked off back home run he gave an 8, food a 2, giving the run 10 out of 10.
Ice:
Gassy for dissing the GM, Scraper for sitting in the circle, XYZ for chatting, Cookie for chatting but he trumped
Troppo, Pole Polisher as an example of word of the week.
Next Week’s Run:
Dingo (Boots) Run Neil Hawkins Joondalup
Next week’s Bus driver:
Barrelina
Hash Lunch:
According to reviews, the best Dim Sum in town was what awaited hungry diners on Friday at 26 Roe Street
(not Rowe.) After the Munch Master collected his courtesy map from Perth info office (Forrest Chase) he
eventually got to the aforementioned Chinese restaurant bringing the attendance to eight. Not sure what the
early diners chose, but later grub included exquisite soft shell crabs, squid tentacles, sea weed, caviar topped
pork dim sims and a custard tart.
While some said that it was the best hash luncheon they had ever attended the rest only thought so. One
thing that may have made it so was that those generally opposed to tipping where not in attendance.
Following the meal, most attendees proceeded to the Standard Hotel for a couple more beers (quite likely to
be the luncheon venue for March.) From here we moseyed on to shadiest rum bar in WA for a few rum
cocktails. Before going home the dregs of the survivors had a beer at the Shoe (opposite the temporary
hippies anonymous ticket sales office.) In conclusion, please be sure that you get the next luncheon if possible
to maximise your fun as a Hamersley Hash House Harrier. Cheers, Tagg (Munch master extraordinaire)
Hares Act:
Wimpy and Mon Stir with “Hello Penis My Old Friend”
Song:
Raise your Mugs
H4 Hashhouse:
Hamburgers
ON ON Sir Kumsize
Mel Adjusted / Sir Kumsize 8/52

ON ON
Busselton’s 30th Anniversary

Trinidad & Tabago 2020

22 – 24 Feb 2019

24 -26 April 2020

Aussie Nash Hash
Port Douglas, Queensland
3-5 May 2019

